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I. Tntroduction

Little emphasis is being placed upon military railr Cing

today by Defense Department planners. Rail is overshadowed b.

motor transport and theater air when it comes to supporting

large unit operations. In permitting that, logisticians ma;

be shortchanging themselves and, worse still, the units toe.

are obligated to support. A new look at Armv railroading at

the operational level of war is warranted becauLse little

thought has been given to it over the last several decades.

Attention to operational art has increased since the '2

version of Field Manual 10,-5: Operations reintroduceo the

concept into our military literature. The concept is not new

-- it was employed particularly well in the War Between the

States and World War II. Operational art concerns the

employment of milita-y forces in a theater of war to

accomplish strategic' goals. Theater operations and

campaign planning are central to the concept. The mechanics

of operational art deal with sequencing tactical

2ngagiments and battles to form coherent, long-range olanE to

defeat the enemy. Logistics plays an important role in

nperational art because it affects when ani where forces can

fight, and therefore, whether theater forces can accept or

must decline battle.3

The five war fighting commanders in chief (CINCs) ar-

theater commanders. They include the commanding officers o

1



Atiant._ Conmnd, C ntral Command, Europear Command, Facific

Command and Southern Commano. These CINCs operate at the

strategic and operational levels of war 4 to accomplish

strategic objectives as specified in the Joint Strateqic

Capabilities Plan, Unified Command Plan ar I Joint Chiefs Co

Staff Publication 2: Unified Action Armed Forces. These CINcs

employ operational art in their war planning process.0

Many of the U.S. Army's past operaiional achievements q,

logistical in nature, because our style of warfare emchaEize-

mass. Por the same reason, lcgistics will continue

especially instrumental in future wars. s H mu , C e r

needed to develop ways to supply combat -orces as is need- t2

develop the new +ighting doctrine itself. 7 The importance

of transport in large unit operations cannot be overstatec.

The type and amount of cargo which can be distributed within 5

theater has a direct impact oi, the tempo of battle, lines c

operation and support of the main effort."

Transportation capabilities are of fundamental concer- it

operational commanders. General George S. Patton, Zr.,

pointed out that road and rai 1 network s are ot paroEmn r

importance in operational wiann:ng The ability to

maneuver is fundamental for any army, and the lateral shi~tinr

of forces in a theater in a timely fashion i h~ch '-ail can dc

so well) is often critical to the success of a campaign. Wi -e

decisions must be made now, ta:ing a long-term ar.d systemic



approach to per-mit the_ M-R ImuIm _se o-~ alI i i e: 1 be Bret c.

transport 'j in clud e ra ,ilI

- _:urrent status o+ U.S. Armyw rai lroa,!incl -1z tri '

P_ the height cf its glory dasim World War I:, th- rMi Ii tr&

Rail 1 ay cervi ce (,1FS" was -acti ve on every ccnt i net -3

Antar.:tl1:e. It h A: 47 , SOO solIdie;rs 3=--i qnec -ai' ,:

*pe-.3t, nq. n Ainrtenance o-.: w Ay 7Fra t-c un:. 7' eC

respcnsi bl Ie for more thI)an 22,-1(--) milIes ot : 1air ~iet

Northt- A-ri c3, 'Si ciy, It aly Northwest Ekr-o e, tn)e Jr it

Kingdom , I ran , I nd i-A , Surma , Ne N Caledo~- i A'~ m ~Eh

ua r)a cia. Dur ing th KoL-reAn- War ,th',L "RS zcn t r c.Ie ~d

e'fcess of O,(< pieces of -:) ~olnq <_=tocr i- e -.Cine

.,247 miles if) tra,-ck. e t wee-n L-i r, -n5 ED~ Noee -~

Army -ailroaders more t'han, dOutbled th'e sho1rt tons 1_57 C, 4 s'1

cleared f rom South Korean ports. 1 2 The Military Rail~ay

Service truly), did live up to its motto. ''ezad

Country.l 173

At present:, our dep1lyvable rail mtl~ae iie r .

r hatta --i1 1 1, t- rn, -j h ich is s 1 g nrr I- t e Arr,nxr e

Lnjer op I:m A: conrnn1 4 Th i Ota -41in7 : r n arelI e-?

si n and r:ne s5e pa4r t e T)e ha7?rI z ed 13r 1i qec eso

ov er ~Oto 15 0 miles of+ t ra ck.1 The Army lost its only

r1ll oper -:t Ior al pla _ nni1ng c a pabilit, vwhcn the 6, th Fa-l-4 &

3rouIp a MA inctIvAteFd In 1B6.' Elut even bef ore that

~Ap~.zr2 t H 4 grup s c iiIQano -per- o c r'l ta cf c.n 1 .



appromately 600 miles o; main line trac ,l wticn is ni-t,

much to offer a theater commander.

The U. S. Ar my' s rail 1cap a bilIit,, has 5ceen sc ~ec ca.t~

than severely s-ince the end o-f the korean com-;ict. ~~

Doctrine is the reason for the acceleration in tne,:

inactivation c-f railw.azy units in the 197C(s. Fresi-ient N

policy, simply stated, was that the United Bta-te=. vj!2> I

withholcd commitment of its combat troops until

n-aticon (s) c-ould assure that aoequane 1 ogi sti C i l~t-

as rail, would be provided to ou'r forces. This oect

to treRmPInIOS lsila-iheS in the Army -force struICture. 'l

Because of Ainerica'cs= st,-ategic -focus upon Central

at that time, a solid case could be made for Fresill-nt -:

decision. But today, the De-ense Department h.?s beeni-

to look at other cortingencies RroLind the world, parti''m-i1r>-

in Third World areas. The Army may have to deploy trco~zs: im-c

theaters that have an inadequatCre infrastructure to ucr

logistical needs. Or, it may be in our national imterest

intervene in a place where the native government is n-os-ile-

an=kd vjill provide no host nation support. fIn either cst

t:-ieater commander and his logistical staff will face

challenges with no esy solutions.

The Army's current railroad doctrine is based upon t'-

aS=aLfft io n tna:t the present dayN, eqUIvalent of the "R'S. ~

is the Trar:;portation Ralway Service (TRS),'0 will be sa

in comparison to our effocrts in World War 11 anc1 the or;

4



conflict.* For that reason, our reliance upon host nation

rail sLpport is at an all time high. Foreign nationals will

have to be asked to perform missions trat soldiers have

traditionally done in past wars. Two staff organizations will

assist the operational commander with th2 intensive management

of civilian and military rail assets -- the Joint

Transportation Board (JTB) and the Theater Army Movement

Control Agency (TAMCA).

JTBs are establistled by unifiec, joint or combined

commanders as a means of massing transport capability of twc

or more military services or allied nations. The board

recommends allocation of transport assets to the commander,

based on his tactical/operational plans. JTBs permit the use

of scarce resources in the most efficient way possible.2 0

TAMCAs provide the means for a theater commander to

implement movement management and traffic control 4u nctions

within his area of responsibility. But the agency's most

important function in a joint and combined situation is to

integrate U.S. Army assets and needs with those of our -llies

and sister services.2 1  In the case of railroads, the United

States will be a "have not" participant in the war, trying to

compete with the "haves" in using their resources.

Doctrinal discrepancies el ist between what is expected of

the TRS and what it can realistically provide. 2  For

exfample, the combat arms are counting on having a rail option

for intertheater and intratheater moves. 2 3  They will be

5



relying on the Army Transportation Corps to make it happen,

regardless of "he intentions or capabilities of any foreign

nation.

And some of the Army's logistical manuals are based upon

the assumption that the Army has a comprehensive rail

capability. One field manual explains that it is a "real

probability" that military railway Units will have to be

called into Third World areas for "nation building" programs,

because the host nation cannot provide the necessary levels o4

support. 2 4  It would have to be a pretty small nation for

our meager present resources to make a difference.

A reevaluation of Army railroading at the operational

level of war is warranted before any realignment of doctrine

and force structure is initiated. This paper is an attempt to

make a contribution toward that end. The first step in that

approach is to explore the inherent advantages of rail from

the standpoint of a theater commander. Second, railroad

challenges confronting the operational commander and his staf-

are outlined. Final analyses will conclude the paper.

II. Advantages of Rail at the Operational Level of War

Railroads have inherent qualities that are useful to an

operational commander. Trains can haul large amounts of cargo

in an economical manner. This results in a cost efficient

means of transportation where costs are measured in terms of

6



personnel and fuel consumption. Conservation efforts are

necessary in war because resources are expected to be in short

supply. Logisticians will have to manage supplies and

transport on hand to support he execution of campaign plans.

Shortages are going to occur. It is a matter of keeping them

to a minimum.2"

Another complicating consideration is combined

operations. The United States may find itself in a position

of having to supply allies who, in many cases, may be woefully

unprepared to sustain a large scale war effort. Logistics is

supposed to be a national responsibility, but there are no

guarantees that allied nations, to include our own, will be

sufficiently prepared. We ourselves need to give serious

consideration to getting the most productive use of our

money. Railroads, because of their great capacity and

economy, do exactly that. The Army Transportation Corps, as

the "Spearhead of Logistics", can only hold up its end in

these efforts by maximizing the use of railroads.

Capacity

Rail offers the greatest tonnage capacity for theater

transportation. Simple comparisons can be made to illustrate

this point (Appendix A). More complex comparisons wee made

by the Rand Corporation in 1970. In a detailed study, they

applied "redeployment/resupply" ratios to road and rail

7



movements. A mechanized infantry division was the focal

point, but the conclusions can be applied to larger size

forces and different types of organizations.2 * In this

respect, the findings are particularly noteworthy for theater

commanders who are concerned with moving divisions and corps

throughout their respective areas.

An explanation of the "redeployment/resupply" ratios is

necessary before the final results can make sense. Numerators

will vary, based upon the mode of transportation selected for

analysis and comparison purposes. The numerator will reflect

the maximum daily capacity, in short tons (STONs) , of a given

type of conveyance used over a particular w of

transportation (i.e., gravel roadways, paved highways or

railways). One example might be the total STONs that a steady

stream of five ton trucks could haul within a 24 hour period

over a given stretch of gravel road. (This assunes an

unlimited supply of vehicles, drivers, fuel and load/offload

capabilities. No traffic congestion or other delays are taken

into account.)

The more amenable the way is to movement and the greater

the carrying capacity of the conveyance selected, the more

STONs will be delivered at the destination. The denominator

on the other hand, represents the amount of supolies in STONs,

that the mechanized infantry division needs for one day. The

larger the carriage capacity of the particular transportaticn

mode, the smaller will be proportionate amount of road or rail

8



space needed to accomplish the daily resupply +or that one

division. It is a simple and straightforward means of

measuring capacity and efficiency based on the carrying

capacity of the conveyance selected and the way of transport.

The larger the ratio, the greater is its potential as a scurce

of mass transportation for the theater commander.
2 7

The conclusions of the Rand study are not surprising.

"Redeployment/resupply" ratios for five ton trucks on ,-- el

roads and paved highways are 6:1 and 7.6:1, respectively.

Eight ton trucks on gravel and hardstand produce ratios of

12:1 and 15:1, respectively. But these results are puny

compared to railway efficiency of 145:1.20 Logisticians

need to remind themselves of the basics when planning for ways

to exploit all available means of moving large units and

supplying them in overseas theaters.

Rail is the ideal mode of transportation for large

tonnages. Men with railroad experience in peace and war are

firm proponents of this point of view. One such man was

Colonel J. Monroe Johnson, Chief of the Office of Defense

Transportation in World War II and later, Commissioner of the

Interstate Commerce Commission. He wrote,

There is only one mass transportation -- the
railroads. YOU cannot go to war without them, for
war is mass transportation.2

• m n m u ! I I II I



Another aspect of capacity, other than carriage

capability, is potential for expansion. Provided either a

country has or we can supply a sufficient base of railroad

rolling stock and maintenance of way assets, rail networks

theaters of operation can be expanded rapidly to meet military

requirements. One illustration of this is the growth of our

nation's infrastructure during World War II. American

railroad companies handled 87 percent of the increase in

ton-miles generated by the War Department, or six and one-nalf

times the amount of the other modes combined. They more than

doubled their ton-miles hauled in 1943 compared to 19-73.

Even though this is an application of rail at the strategi

level, the point about its potential for expansion is still

valid at the operational level.-3

Rail capacities for lines all over the world can be

calculated in advance of any U.S. commitment of combat

forces. The Defense Intelligence Agency has published

unclassified methodologies and some statistical results that

are available to the general public. 3 2  Theater commanders

know what needs to be moved for any given scenario and they

can find out, if they have not already done so, what railroad

facilities are available overseas to support them. The

challenge that remains is to minimize any transportation

shortfalls.

10



Economy

In comparison to other modes of transportation, the use of

rail will result in large scale savings in personnel and

fuel.3 This is reflected by the fact that only a three man

crew (conductor, engineer and brakeman-switchman) are necded

for a train which can haul thousands of short tons of

cargo.3 4 Such manpower savings are significant.3

Motor transport uses 20 times the men and four times the

fuel as does rail to move the same amount of tonnage a given

distance.3 ' Trucks are personnel intensive per short ton

delivered. in the commercial trucking industry, manpower

costs are approximately 80 percent of the total operating

budget.3 7 Even though salaries are of little concern to

theater commanders from the standpoint of war fighting, they

are significant in peacetime in order to get the most

productive use from every dollar. Air transportation is even

less efficient. Planes use 70 times the fuel and 12 times the

manpower than does rail. 3  Only inland waterways and

pipelines are more fuel efficient than railroads.3 7

Shortages of iossil fuels in a theater are likely *-tay

because of the great consumption rates of modern

equipment. 40  Railroads can help theater commanders conserve

their fuel resources. In World War II, surprisingly enough,

there was less use of internal combustion, diesel railroad

engines overseas than in World War I. Because of petroleum

11



shortages in the European theater in World War II, both sides

turned to coal-burning, steam engines. Russia, for instance,

relied almost entirely upon steam. This preserved diesel fuel

for tactical combat operations. : Influenced by available

host nation support assets and the depressed state of

worldwide maritime shipping, 4 2 the same could happen today.

What's more, the economic aspect of rail could be an

advantage in securing more realistic minimum force levels for

theaters if included in CINC estimates. Congressional

committees are concerned about the Army's tooth to tail

ratios. The Defense Department has been criticizea in past

years because critics believe the logistical component is too

large. That is one reason why there is some merit to

increasing the size of the military's railroad force. Far

fewer people, and in the long run dollars, are needed to

produce the same result. Railroads are likely to be given

favorable consideration by the national legislature. The

results of cost-benefit analyses of greater use of rail would

be a recognition of its capacity and economy. The war

fighting CINCs should initiate such analyses because they are

the ones who submit minimum risk force estimates to the Joint

Chiefs of Staff. Those estimates are intended to reflect the

smallest forces needed, to include combat service sLIpport

units, 4  to meet current threats around the world.

The United States is not the first country to have

internal disputes over purse strings. The interwar period

12



provided an opportunity for Germany to expand her rail

system. Her primary goal was to facilitate the rapid movement

of military forces in future wars. Rail was less expensive

than trucks as measured in ton-miles. The German military

believed railroads could play a role in even the Blitzkrieg

doctrine, which relied on fast paced battle and rapidly

changing fronts. Breakthroughs left enemy rail intact which

was later exploited by Germans for their own logistical

effcrts.4 4 And it worked. Similar rationales are

applicable today in our struggle to spend wisely. Money spent

on U.S. Army rail crews, engines and rolling stock is money

well spent in terms of doing the most logistically -- at

minimal cost -- even for tactical 45 as well as operational

commanders.

One final budgetary concern deals with low intensity

conflict' and a theater commander's nation building

responsibilities as specified in current Army doctrine.4 7

When a theater CINC is faced with protracted war, nation

building is one way to help win the hearts and minds of the

indigenus population, which, despite its having become a

hackneyed phrase, is fundamentally important if an insurgency

is ever to be managed. Money spent to improve rail networks

overseas may benefit both U.S. forces and the local econm-.

Friedrich List, a German writer whose arguments for military

rail date back to the 1820s, focused on this symbiotic

relationship. He reasoned that armies have always been a

17



necessary drain on national treasuries, but the e.pansion of

rail networks would not only benefit military operations, but

would also enhance civilian business as well. This line of

reasoning applies equally well today in dealing with

insurgency operations or helping a country reestablish its

economic and military power during a conventional war.40

Section Summary

Two strengths inherent to railroading -- capacity and

econoimy -- -.. e reat impact at the operational level of war.

Theater commanders should exploit these potential advantages

to the maximum extent possible in framing their minimum risk

force estimates and in the planning and execution of

campaigns. But they cannot count, exclusively, on indigenous

resources. The real value lies in organic army rail units.

Because rail can provide these advantages, the use of trains

should at least be considered for any largo unit move.

Capacity and economy can also offset, and in some cases, solve

some of the challenges that arise from rail operations. These

potertial stumbling blocks are discussed below.

III. Challenges of Rail at the Operational Level of War

Theater commanders will face a myriad of challenges in an'v

Vuture war. One of the less easily solved problems will be

14



the movement of men and materiel. Even though rail offers a

partial solution to transportation shortfalls, its use can

introduce some new challenges of its nwn. At the operational

level, these challenges are of a systemic nature, therefore,

much of the response will have to be initiated at high levels

within the chain of command.

The first challenge any logistical staff will confront is

general skepticism in the employment of operational rail.

(Some of the greatest critics, surprisingly enough, are

logisticians themselves.) These attitudes date back to th2

first use of railroads in the mid-Nineteenth Century. Similar

viewpoints persist today, and are not restricted to cur own

army. The British historian, Hew Strachan, wrote about this

phenomenon and offered the following explanations.

First, there are the different ways in which civilians and

soldiers contribute to wars. The greatest distinctions among

these contributions are most readily apparent at the tactical

level of war. Failure to appreciate the civil-military team

exfort, however, can eventually lead to breakdowns in a

national unity of effort. Some members of the combat arms -ee_:

logistics as irrelevant to their business of war and tend to

get "annoyed by intendants and commissaries who do not

appreciate the exigencies of campaigning". Such

viewpoints are likely to be exacerbated by the use of host

nation support. Civilian railroaders appear to have little in

common with the military and probably do not understanc the
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finer points of conducting war, but this does not diminish

their value. The U.S. Army may be forced to rely upon host

nation support, if for no other reason that insufficient

military rail assets exist.5 0

Second, Strachan wrote that the expansion of railroads i.-

Europe ana the United States was prompted only in part by

military needs. (These efforts were private business ventu_ res

for the most part. ) Track construction theretore ci, nct

include many of the transverse lin~s that woul i

value ;or operational sustai nment and maneuver purposes. 051..

lines also were single-tracked for the most part, ecept where

heavy commercial traffic warranted double lines. S1 -ultaE

forward and back hauls, which would better support rnilitar,,

operations, were therefore not always possible.0S So,

critics of military rail argue, with some truth, that trac

networks are not designed for use in a theater of war. What

they fail to address, however, are modifications to trac ,

such as by-passes and "shoo-flies",0 2 that historically nave

oeen successful in improving the efficiency for militar, use.

Third, there are challenges inherent to railrcadinc a5r.

sources of friction, other than just attitudal ones, that

develop between railroaders and other branches of servi-e.

They .nelude differences over the allocation of resour-es,

break:downs in command and control, differences in rail oa_ uqe.

use of railcars as storage facilities, and misuse of rail
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{I
production and maintenance facilities. These are challenqes

that must be resolved at the highest echelons of command.

Allocation of Resources to Subordinate Commands

Major subcr-dinate commands will compete for limited

resoLrces, especiallv in war. Theater commanders arc their

tfs will be deluged with support requests and, no dcbh,

e~c&iient reasuns will e-ist to _iustifv needs. It wil _1De i

demanding task to --- t through t. is information. Tne

Transportation Railwa/ Service will also need its share o# mer-

and materiel , but the distinction of the TRS is that, once 5--

rail network is_ operational, the entire theater will rea

rewarJs in terms of the massive amount of men and materiel

which can be mo'ed in a scale impossiole by any other me3ns.

According to the Director General of the Military Railway

S in World War II, Major General Carl R. Gray Jr.,

rehabilitaticn of the railroads is a continuing challenge

throughout any conflict. 3  Assistance from the Army Corps

of Ergineers in +crward areas and host nation support in the

rear oili e needed to mai-tain rolling stock and roadhec_.

Th-ere A-re few railroad *-ssets presently in the Armv s

i nve ntory to do the job.5 4

Combat +orces will be competing +or these same enrqneer

reso,_ rces to perform countermobility, mobility and

surv,, ability miss ions. There will not be enough to go



around, so difficult choices will have to be made. Enginee-

assets will have to be committed in theater to repair

highways, roadways or railways that deteriorate ;rom hea,1 _se

or are destroyed by bombs. Our resources should applied Tere

the returns will be greatest, and that means rail. No easy

solution exists, but the shortfalls in, and conflict- c.'er.

engineering resources can be reduced, in part, by bee;irg u.

our military railroad capabilities now.

Decisions will have to made about the assignment of

personnel to rail units. The situation may dictate t'a _ -e-

with little or no railroad background be thrown into a relate

specialty and learn on their own. Train operatior= wil -_

be efficient, but at least the cars will be moving. e

George S. Patton, jr. using men with minimal e De-ience n.:

Third Army run trains from Normandy into his rear near Nan:.

France when it appeared that his petroleum supplies were

drying up in October 1944. The role of host naticn suopor-

was to assist in the training of his men and provide :

necessary roiling stock. Patton's idea wcried rr a s

time.00 Because zhe U.S. Army has only one train oper3a:i-g

company, and that is on Reserve status," we may be 4 zrce:

to repeat history.

Defending the rail lines of communicatiocn nra

considerable resources. In World War I , Major 3e- --

had 14 Military Police battalions attached - r

strictly ;or railroad zecurity purposes. M cst .f t
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soldiers w jere there to stop foreign nationals from

stealing.07  In addition, there will be physical security

requirements to protect trains from air strikes and ground

aSsaLkl t. 0 These add up to considerable, but necessary,

investments in personnel. But they will be more than

compensated for by the assets saved by reducing the need for

truck transport and by the facility with which the combat

assets can be massed at the critical point.

Command and Control

Successful rail operations depend upon centralized

planning and decentralized execution. Theater commanders need

to delegate sufficient authority to their senior rail officers

if they are to carry out their responsibilities. This

authority will have to be great because, historically,

railroaders have always faced considerable interference in

running their lines. Combat commanders have a histor, n-f

assuming control of railways and rolling stock in their

respective areas of operation, without consideratior for the

demands of the overall plan of distribution and supply. "

Major subordinate commanders, whose units are recipients

of supplies, want responsive support -- and the job of

l gisticians is to provide exactly that. These senior leaders

believe, and sometimes rightly so, that their personal

involvement will result in faster service for their particular
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organizations. While this sometimes produces isolated cases

of success, it virtually guarantees failure of the overall

plan. (Train schedules are interrelated, and disruptions in

one area have repercussions throughout the entire system.)

The theater cQ-mander's priorities must have overriding

consideration if the campaign plan is to be successful.

Superintendents of railroads need sufficient authority to

carry out theater missions as assigned by the CINC.

Failure to delegate authority properly and hold

subordinates responsible for their actions will guarantee

problems in the execution of any operation. There have been

instances of gross mismanagement in the past, when soldiers

have been given the same treatment as bulk cargo. In December

1870, during the Franco-Prussian War, the French attempted to

use the railroads to exploit Prussian weakness. Helmuth K.

von Moltke the Elder was overextended and vulnerable to

counterattack, particularly in Eastern France. Without

thinking through all the logistical details, French leaders,

Gambetta and Bourbaki, hurriedly threw a plan together to take

advantage of the situation. Two of Bourbaki's corps were

supposed to be shifted by rail from the Loire to the Saone

River over a two day period. Trains arrived at the

embarkation sites three days late. It took days to load the

men and equipment. Soldiers were packed into cattle cars for

over a week in freezing weather without fires for warmth.

Trains broke down and food ran out. Some of the men died. It
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was a bad situation that was allowed to get progressively

worse because of a nebulous chain of command. No one specific

person or office was responsible for the operation.,o

Nor were the French quick to learn from their errors. The

following month, it took nine days to move a French battalion

2-0 miles from Bourges to Baume. On the first day, the troops

had repeatedly to entrain and detrain and subsequently were

delayed for several more days enroute. They ran out of food

because they had brought only two days rations with them.'1

No single authority took it upon itself to straighten out the

mess -- it was always someone else's problem. Similar events

could happen today, extreme and absurd as they might sound,

unless we develop a strong command and control structure

oriented to transport needs.

So, in addition to illustrating the need for sufficient

authority to carry out responsibilities, the French experience

also points out the need for a clear and properly executed

chain of command for railrood efforts. These requirements are

closely related to a principle that financially sound private

railroads follow in peacetime -- that of a "supreme

coordinating authority", 6 2 dedicated to centralized planning

and decentralized execution. During the American War Between

the States, Daniel McCallum, who in peacetime worked as the

General Superintendent of the Erie Railroad, was essentially

given carte blanche by Secretary of War Stanton. McCallum was

commissioned as a colonel and was appointed Military Director
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and Superintendent of the Railroads of the United States. He

was also given the authority to take possession of any and all

rail equipment within the theater of operations. He could "do

and perform all acts and things that may be necessary and

proper to be done for the safe and speedy transport

aforementioned".' 3  His powers were tremendous, but no more

than needed to get the job done.

Century Magazine in March 1887 printed an article

entitled, "Recollections Of Secretary Stanton". An order

issued by Stanton was published.

No officer, whatever may be his rank, will interfere
with the running of the cars, as directed by the
Superintendent of the road. Anyone who so interferes
will be dismissed from the service for disobedience

of orders.,4

General Samuel D. Sturgis, a Union division commander, was

one of the first to challenge this order. It was immediately

prior to the Second Battle of Bull Run and Sturgis demanded

immediate transportation to the front for his troops. When

informed he would have to wait his turn, the general seized

portions of the track near Alexandria, Virginia for a day and

stopped four troop trains destined for Manassas. He backed

down when shown a telegram from General Henry W. Halleck,

General in Chief of the Armies, authorizing the railroad

colonel to place the division commander under arrest."



Friction between various operational interests has always

been present, and not just in our army. Sir Percy Girouard,

Director of British Military Railroads during the South

African War, complained that field commanders would "seize and

work the portion of the line nearest to them",4" thereby

throwing the entire logistics system into confusion. Theater

commanders will have to do whatever is necessary to enforce

cohesion.

Major General Gray argues that military railroads should

be under a separate major subordinate command that reports

directly to the theater commander. His rationale is that

railroads are of such critical importance to the war effort,

that the railway service commander needs direct access. His

communications should not be slowed or modified by

intermediate authorities. Railroading is a highly technical

industry, and the Director General should be allowed to

operate without interference47 (from commanders subordinate

to the theater commander).

Differences in Rail Gauges

Disruptions to rail operations can occur from differences

in rail gauges. (Gauge is the distance between the twco

rails.) Four separate gauges existed throughout Europe prior

to World War II. This posed challenges for military planners

who tried to integrate the various lines into one system.40
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Cargo had to transloaded to and from trucks, which then hauled

the cargo between the railroads of different gauges.

Today, standard gauge of four feet, eight and one-half

inches has been adopted by all European countries except

Finland, Ireland, Spain, Portugal and Russia. The Warsaw Pact

countries, South Korea, North Korea and Communist China have

also built, using standard gauge track. " A complete list

of countries with standard gauge is provided at Appendix B.

The Soviet Union (except for Latvia and Lithuania) uses a

different qauge than the rest of Europe for military reasons.

They consider it an additional buffer against invasion.' 0

But the Soviets have also taken steps to facilitate logistical

support if they were to attack across their borders. Warsaw

Pact rolling stock is unique in that decks, underframes and

couplers can be removed as complete units from their

supporting wheel and axle assemblies.7 1  Cranes hoist the

laden railcars off their wheel and axle assemblies and

transfer them to new ones waiting on an adjacent track of

different gauge. This allows the Soviets to speedily modify

railcars, even as part of their normal peacetime rail

activity, to avoid transloading cargo to another mode of

transportation.72  Western Europe and the United States have

nothing similar.

Differences in rail gauge elsewhere around the world are

not as severe as they once were. Efforts to standardize have

been successful in North America. Mexico, Cuba, Canada and
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the United States have adopted one standard for their main

lines.'" Such a uniform system has its advantages,

especially if we became involved in combat on the American

continents.

Still, railroads in some parts of the world have not

achieved the same degree of uniformity and lack

interchangeability in rolling stock. 7 4  That could be a

problem for us if we ever need to operate in those areas,

using our equipment. One possible solution would be the

purchase of some rolling stock and locomotives with removable

wheel and axle assemblies. More than one can play the Russian

game. This alternative is most effective and least costly in

terms of labor and time delays.

A second alternative is to set up transfer points to

manhandle cargo between the different lines. The Turkish Army

was plagued with numerous transfer points during the World War

I Palestine Campaigns. These points drew off valuable motor

and animal transport which was needed elsewhere in the

theater. The British Navy capitalized upon this by disrupting

enemy operations on the one main line that did have a uniform

gauge. Naval gun fire from British warships in the

Mediterranean forced Turkish rail operations further inland to

lines with incompatible gauges, which resulted in delav from

transloading operations necessitated by different gauges.
7

The difficulties and inefficiencies of operating transfer

points are addressed in after action reports of Allied rail
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operations in French North Africa during World War II. Most

of the transfer points in Algeria and Tunisia were the result

of poorly planned lines, intertwined with standard and narrow

gauges that had been built before America entered the war.

Major challenges at these locations included: obtaining an

ample supply of railcars, vehicles to shuttle cargo between

the lines and the manpower to do the work. Acquiring the men

was perhaps the hardest task because of the numbers

requi red.7

A third alternative in solving problems generated by gauge

differences is to build new track. In the long run, new

construction can be an effective solution, but it requires

significant capital outlays initially. The French in World

War I built new lines to relieve intramodal congestion caused

by gauge differences within France. During the Spring of

1917, a main line was extended 60 kilometers to Dugny.

Another line was completed to Souilly, which was directly

behind the trenches near Verdun. The new track was standard

gauge and avoided interface complications the light rail

(three foot and three and three-eighths inch gauge) had caused

elsewhere. The new track also took better advantage of

terrain masking to hide trains from German forward

observers.7 7

When Germany invaded Russia in 1941, Hitler's armies

repaired and converted hundreds of miles of Russian five foot

gauge track to German standards.70 Before Operation
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Barbarossa began, the German High Command had prepared plans

to undertake this massive engineering task, so the work was

carried out smoothly and with relatively few unplanned

delays. But at least two historians -- Martin Van Creveld and

Ron Ziel -- argue that even greater preparations in this area

would have solved many of Germany's later logistical problems

and perhaps would have altered the course of the war in favor

of the Nazis.
7 1

Use of Railcars as Storage Containers

The use of railcars as mobile storage containers is

self-inflicted wound. It does not take much bleeding off of

rolling stock to reduce a railroad's carrying capacity

significantly. Prompt unloading of cars by consignees is of

paramount importance if the railroad is to continue operating

effectively. Sometimes, because of poor logistical planning,

that does not get done. For example, personnel or materials

handling equipment (MHE) may not have been coordinated in

advance. Trains may be scheduled in such a way that cargo iE

delivered to railheads faster than the goods can be

distributed to the user. Since, many times, there is so

little space at railheads to store cargo, materiel sitz on

cars until the congestion can be cleared. And the cars are,

effectively, lost to the transport system. Such was the case

in September 1870, when the Prussian 2nd Army backlogged 2,722
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railcars with 16,8C) STONs of provisions on five spur lines.

Meanwhile, their crozp= were going hungry. 0 0

The misuse of railcars became acutely serious for the

Allies in France and Belgium in 1944. In one instance, 2,240

loaded cars were backlogged at one railhead.01  By the end

of April 1944, the allies had sent 12,00K more cars into

Germany than had been returned.02 The only ..ay to avoid

such misuses of railcars is the effective e e-cise of command

and control. Not only must senior leaders stress the

importance of returning railcars to the transportation svsliem.

but they must also ensure sLfficient MHE and/or srevedcres

exist to manhandle cargo.

Misuse of Rail Production and Maintenance Facilities

Using rail production and maintenance facilities for

purposes other than that for which they were originally

designed can have serious long-term consequences. England

used her rail plants to produce tanks dasring World War IT, an

her engines and rolling stock suffered accordingly. The

Germans, on the other hand, made proper use of their railroad

assets. They reserved their rail production and maintenance

facilities for their intended purposes and were able to keep

their rolling stock operational until the end of the war.0

To avoid the error of misusing rail and engine production

facilities requires setting proper logistical priorities a,,d
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recognizing the contributions railroads can make. We need to

set those priorities now.

Host Nation Support

Even if we enhance our present military railroad

establishment, theater commanders will still have to rely on

assistance from the host nation to run the railroads. But it

is unlikely that our chain of command will rely entirely upon

local nationals for all management. TRS supervision will be

necessary to ensure U.S. Army interests are protected, 4

Naturally, differences in priorities are going to exist

between civilian and military agencies. Conflicting orders,

uncoordinated instructions and confusion will ultimately ensue

if there is no clearly dominant authority -- and that will

have to be the theater CINC, who is represented by the

TRS.00

The Luzon military railroad in World War II provides an

excellent example of how the military and civil authorities

interface and how the three phases of railroad operations, as

specified in our doctrine, are put into practice,1 On

January 14, 1945, the 790th Railway Operating Company came

ashore and began Phase I level operations -- which is strictly

a military operation. Japanese destruction of track, engines

and rolling stock was severe, so the rehabilitation effort was

expected to be intense. In February and March, engines and
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rolling stock began arriving from the United States. More

rail units were called in to assist. Working conditions were

not good. Steaming jungle, disease, poisono-, snakes and

roaming bands of Japanese soldiers slowed progress. Military

short tons hauled were 12,047 for February and 40,645 For

March. Ton-miles continued to increase until July 1945, when

replenishment demands peaked due to a stabilizing combat

situation. 07

Because of increased stability in the area, limited

civilian passenger and freight traffic was accepted beginning

May 16, 1945. With complete cessation of hostilities on Luzon

in August, a railway operating battalion and three companies

were ordered off the island in preparation for the invasion of

Japan. With e consequent reduction of Army railroading

capabilities, it became immediately necessary to start Phase

II operations -- joint military and civilian railroad

activity. The 6,674 Filipinos hired by the end of August made

up for the loss of American rail personnel. It was a step

toward accomplishing our long-term goal of turning the

railroads over to indigenous business companies with minimal

military supervision. That would constitute Phase III

operations, which occurred in January 1946.00

The phases of railroad operations are not always that

clear cut and simple. For example, General Douglas MacArthur

had access to ample military rail units in the Southwest

Pacific theater and, so, he did not have to be concerned with
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Phases II and III. That is a lunury which does not exist at

present. Depending on the theater and tonnage requirements

involved, we may have to go immediately to Phase II

operations. Army railroad assets may be spread so thin that

supervision of the civilians may be inadequate. These are but

a few of the consequences of our maintenance of such a small

military rail force."

Section Summary

The challenges confronting a theater commander are

numerous and complex. Railroad related problems may not

capture his immediate attention, but even a competent staff

cannot keep the transport requirements -- which are

potentially the most serious of the logistical matters --

under control unless proper resources are provided in

advance. Staff officers are going to have to work now at

obtaining the needed railroad units so rail can be used to its

fullest potential when it is needeH.

IV. Conclusion

The applications of military railroads at the operational

level of war are numerous. This mode of transportation

warrants much more attention and consideration than it is

currently receiving. Operational commanders have a great deal
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to gain from increasing the number of U.S. Army rail units.

The advantages of rail outweigh any likely challenges which

might result from its use.

Railroads are unequaled in their ability to haul massive

numbers of men, pieces of equipment and volume of supplies

within a theater of operations. Their great capacity would be

particularly valuable in high intensity conflicts which

consume large amounts of petroleum and ammunition. At tie 1.

intensity end of the spectrum, rail can make substantial

contributions to our foreign policy in the form of naticn

building projects. Such projects can contribute to the

prevention or resolution of insurgencies and revolutions.

The rail option is efficient in its use of fuel and

manpower, compared to other modes of transportation. Durinc

wartime, getting the most from our limited resources could

make the difference between victory and defeat. In peacetime,

efforts to increase the U.S. Army's wartime operating

efficiencies are welcomed by our senior military leaders an,

elected officials. Increased use of railroads would ef+ect

that increased efficiency.

Any skepticism in using rail will have to be overcome b,,

demonstrated performance. Unbiased analysis of the potential

contributions of rail will not be enough to convince ever.ore

of its value. When military railroaders have the support c

senior military officers, sufficient to allocate necesEar.
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men, tools and equipment, roil 's value in future conflicts

will be apparent encugh.

But it will not be free. Engineer resources will need to

be allocated to keep the track, engines and rolling stock:

working throughout the theater. Since, in any case, the

engineers will be required to maintain rights of way -- be

they rail, water or road -- efforts should be made where the

returns will be greatest. This means rail with its great

capaci ty.

Command and control challenges will have to be resolved.

Sufficient authority should be delegated to railroad

organizations to ensure the theater CINC's overall plan of

distribution and supply can be successfully executed. With

that authority should come a corresponding level of

responsibility. Poor performance and instances of gross

neglect, as have occurred in the past, should not be

tolerated. A clearly designated chain of command will help

prevent such incidents from happening again.

Differences in rail gauge exist in parts of the worlt

where the U.S. Army may be called upon to fight. P long-telT

solution to this problem could be a construction program to

regauge track, but this is not feasible in a short war

scenario. Regauging is not absolutely necessary. Steps call

be taken, such as rerouting trains or purchasing rolling stock

and locomotives with removable wheel and axle assemblies, to

minimize disruptions to rail operations. As a last resort,



transloading operations between different transport modes can

be undertaken.

Self-inflicted wounds have occurred throughout the history

of modern warfare and military rail has not been exempted.

The use of railcars as storage containers is one example and

this can be stopped only with command emphasis. The misuse of

rail production and maintenance facilities in an overseas

theater is another example. It is a complicated issue due to

the probable involvement by foreign political leaders. U.S.

military considerations may not be given top priority in

allocating another nation's industrial infrastructure, and

this could have negative effects Upon the conduct of our

campaigns unless we have our own, organic, rail units and all

it takes to support them.

Challenges can arise while implementing host nation

support agreements. Problems may occur in resolving conflicts

between our Army's doctrinal phases of rail operation such as

assigning movement priorities, when national interests are

competing, and even deciding upon the maximum danger to which

civilian workers will be exposed. Solutions to these issues

will have to be worked out on a case by case basis at the

time.

The evolution of technology continues, but no new forms of

intratheater transportation have been developed which compare

favorably with railroads at the operational level of war.

Strengths and weaknesses of different transport modes need to
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be examined and quantified by theater. Systemic comparisons

need to be drawn so our logistical e-f-forts can be better

focused and directed. The appropriate place for military rail

must be identified and the necessary personnel and equipment

obtained. It is an important step which we can take now which

will help to meet the pressing demands that are likely to be

placed upon our logistical support structure in the future.
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Appendi; A

Tonnage Capacities of Intrdtheater
Transportion Assets

Pavload capacities for motor and air transport were
e:tracted from Department of the Army Field Manual 101-10-I/:
Staff Officers' Field Manual -- Organizational, Technical and
Logistical Data Planning Factors (Volume 2) (1987): pp. 7-5.

-6, :-11, 3-12, 3-19, 7-21. Payload capacities for rail
transport were extracted from Department of the Arm,, Field
Manual 55-20: Army Rail Transport Operations (196: Dp. L-2,
C-T and a Telephone Interview with Mr. Thomas M. Hat, -d
Director, Safety and Operating Rules, As_=ociation of AMeri-:a
Railroads, Washington, D.C., April 14, 1989. Sample
capacities for different types of trucks, helicopters, Air
Force transports and railcars are provided. Listings are net
intended to be complete for all items in the Army and Air
Force inventories.

Pa , cad
Capaci t'
SPounds)

M'-tor Transport

Truck, utility, tactical, 7/4 ton (CUCV Ml00 ) 1,
Truck, util, cgo, troop carr, 5/4 ton (HMMWV M9985 2,50C
Truck , cargo, tactical, 5/4 ton (CUCy M1008) 2,9e
Tr uck:, cargo, LWB, tactical, 5 ton (M979) 10 CU
Truck , tractor, tactical, 5 ton (M971) =5,
Truck, tractor, line haul (Mq15) 1
Truck , tractor, line haul, 20 ton (M9 16) 2,
Semitrailer, low bed, 15 ton (M172) 30
Semitrailer, flatbed, break bulk container (M872) t.,
Semitrailer, truck tr.nsporter, 5() ton (MI_2) l,,,
Semitrailer, low bed, t0 ton (M7471.

Air Transport

Helicopter, CH-6A
Helicopter, OH-58C
Helicopter, UH-60 - _.'
Helicopter, AH-64 '),
Helicopter, CH-54A II !_,

Helicopter, CH-54B i 255
Helicopter, CH-47C
Helicopter, CH-47D 20
Air Force Transport, C-ITOE/H
Air Force Transport, C-141D ,
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Appendi. A, continued

Rail Transport

Capacity
Type of Car (pounos)

Box, 40 ton, foreign service Ec, (0:I
Gondola, 40 ton, low side, foreign service 8C, CC
Box, 50 ton, domestic service 1 C , CC
Tank, 10000 gallon, domestic service 1 C),
Tank:, 16000 gallon, European service
Flat, 70 ton, depressed center, foreign service 140,
Flat, 70 ton, domestic service i4 (D
Flat, 80 ton, foreign service 1 *.'i
Flat, SSym, European service 18 _,
Flat, FFlm, European service IC0 ,
Flat, 1C)() ton, domestic service
Flat, 140 ton, domestic service
Flat, 150 ton, domestic service
Flat, 200 ton, domestic service
Flat, 250 ton, Oepressed center, domestic -ervic..
Flat, 250 ton, c27n bolster, domestic service
Flat, 25C ton, well hole, domestic service
Flat, 290 ton, steel loading deck, domestic service
Flat, 7CM)0 ton, span bolster, domestic service bU',)(,U

Flat, 35 ' ton, span bolster, domestic service 700 0(0
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Appendi': B

CLintries With Standard Gauge Track

The in4ormation provided below was provided in Department
of the Armv Field Manual 5-75: Engineers' Reference and
Logistical Data (1960): pp. 100 - 106 and Department of the
Armv Field Manual 55-15: Transportation Reference Data 1IQ >:
pp. 1.?.3 - 18. The countries listed below have standard acauce
track. Some of them have more than one gauge and are
confronted With the ensuing transload challenges.

kf i c_3: Algeria Central ,-
Egypt and West I-i - ....

Mali ._7 _r ,a
M aLkr 1. ta r i aT i i .

Morocco

Niger

Senegal Europe: Albania
Tuni si a A ustr i a
Upper Volta Belg i um

Bul Cari a
Cc echosy 10?-i

sia: + gha ni stan Denmar
China France
Indonesia German,,
Iran Greece

Iraq Hungary
Israel Italy
Japan Latvia
V< orea Li thuani a
Lebanon Lu>c emo our g
Saudi Arabia Netherl and=
Syria Nor wa.y

Fol and
R uman I a

S3ieden
North Ameri"a: Canada SwltzerlF-:

C:o.ntinentai U.S. Turk ev
Me" io LI nited inccc ,

A1 as . 'ugos 1 aI

South Amerlc,-a: Argentina Facific Ocean: A,_,--tr 1i

Ch i e Ha'vai i
GL/an a
F'a rag u a'v
Fer .
Ur ugua.y
Yenez,,el 4
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